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Abstract

The composition of atmospheres and the resulting potential for planetary habitability in the rocky bodies of our Solar System
and beyond is strongly controlled by the volatile exchange between their silicate reservoirs and exospheres. The initial budget and
speciation ofmajor volatiles, like carbon (C), nitrogen (N) andwater (H2O), in the silicate reservoirs and atmospheres was set dur-
ing the formation stages of rockybodies.However, the speciation of thesemajor volatiles in reduced silicatemelts prevalent during
the differentiation stages of rockybodies and its effect on the partitioningof volatiles betweenmajor rockybody reservoirs is poorly
known. Here we present SIMS and vibrational spectroscopy (FTIR and Raman) data, determining C solubility, H content, and
speciation ofmixedC-O-N-H volatiles in graphite saturated silicate glasses from highP (1–7GPa)-T (1500–2200 �C) experiments
reported inGrewal et al. (2019b, 2019a). The experiments recordedoxygen fugacity (log fO2) between IW–4.3 and IW–0.8.C-O-N-
H speciation varied systematically as function of fO2 at any given P-T. We find out that C-N�, CO2�

3 , N2, and OH� are the dom-
inant species in the oxidized range (>IW–1.5), along with some contributions from C-H, N-H, and C-O bearing species. Between
IW–3.0 and IW–1.5, C is bonded as C-O either in the form of isolated C-O molecules or Fe-carbonyl complexes, or as C-H in
hydrocarbons, or as combination of both in esters, while almost all of the H is bonded with the dominant N species, i.e., NH2�

or NH�
2 . At the most reduced conditions (<IW–3.0), C is present mostly in the form of C-H bearing species, while anhydrous

N3� followed byN-H bearing molecules are the dominant N bearing species. Magma oceans (MOs) in highly reduced bodies like
Mercury would contain most of their C as graphite if MO is carbon saturated and the dissolved C and N would be chemically
bonded with the silicate network either in the form of anhydrous C4� and N3�, or hydrogenated C-H and N-H bearing species
depending on H content of the silicate melts. MOs relevant for Mars, the Moon, Vesta, and angrite parent body would contain
C andNmostly in the formof C-O andN-Hbearing species, respectively. If the composition of Earth’s accretingmaterial evolved
from reduced to oxidized, then initially a significant amount of theC andNbudget would be locked in the silicate reservoirs, which
would subsequently be released to the proto-atmosphere(s) at later stages. The retention of proto-atmosphere(s) formed by MO
degassing onEarth could have provided important precursors for prebiotic chemistry which possibly led to the eventual habitabil-
ity of our planet. Additionally, based on the dominant speciation ofN versus C in silicate melt as a function of fO2, we also predict
thatDalloy=silicate

N is unaffected by fH2under highly reduced conditions (<IW–3), whileDalloy=silicate
C is affected. Therefore, cautionmust

be taken during the application of experimentally determined Dalloy=silicate
N and Dalloy=silicate

C to nominally anhydrous MOs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The release of volatiles via magmatic degassing has a
primary control on the composition of atmospheres of
rocky planets (e.g., Gaillard and Scaillet, 2014). The com-
position of gases released by magmatic degassing is
directly controlled by the oxygen fugacity (fO2) of the sil-
icate melts (Hirschmann, 2012; Ardia et al., 2013; Wetzel
et al., 2013; Gaillard and Scaillet, 2014; Armstrong
et al., 2015; Dalou et al., 2019b; Dasgupta and Grewal,
2019). Much attention has been paid in recent years to
the atmospheric composition set by magmatic degassing
during the last �4 Ga on Earth and other rocky bodies
like Mars, Mercury and the Moon (Wetzel et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2017). Degassing of magma oceans (MOs) during
their formation stages is thought to be responsible for set-
ting the initial composition of planetary proto-
atmospheres (Hirschmann, 2012). However, the speciation
of mixed volatiles in the natural silicate melts under the
highly reduced conditions prevalent during the formation
of rocky bodies is poorly known.

Core-mantle equilibration during MO events denotes
interaction between the Fe-rich alloy and molten silicate
reservoirs resulting in highly reduced conditions below the
iron-wüstite buffer (IW) buffer (e.g., Rubie et al., 2011;
Wade and Wood, 2005). The composition of silicate melts,
in addition to the composition of the core forming alloy as
well as temperature and pressure, control the core-mantle
differentiation character of a volatile element (siderophile
or lithophile). This affects the resulting abundances of these
volatiles in post-core formation bulk silicate reservoirs
(Hirschmann, 2012; Chi et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2016a; Dalou et al., 2017; Speelmanns et al., 2019;
Grewal et al., 2019b; Grewal et al., 2019a). For example,
while nitrogen (N) shows increasing lithophile character
at <�IW � 2, it acts as a siderophile element at >�IW � 2
(Li et al., 2016b; Dalou et al., 2017; Speelmanns et al., 2019;
Grewal et al., 2019a,b). The siderophile character of carbon
(C) varies over an order of magnitude depending on the fO2

of alloy-silicate equilibration (Li et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2016a). Variance in the intrinsic fO2 of the accreting mate-
rial and the modes of core-mantle differentiation mean that
the volatile budgets of the silicate melts and the resulting
compositions of proto-atmospheres could show large varia-
tions (Hirschmann, 2012; Dalou et al., 2017; Grewal et al.,
2019a). For example, it is postulated that smaller planets
like Mars and Mercury have undergone single-stage core-
mantle differentiation events but with widely different
fO2s (IW � 1 and IW � 5.5, respectively; Rai and Van
Westrenen, 2013; Zolotov et al., 2013), whereas a larger
rocky planet like Earth had a protracted growth history
with several stages of alloy-silicate equilibration and grada-
tion in the fO2 of the accreting material (IW � 5 to IW � 1;
Wade and Wood, 2005; Rubie et al., 2011). Therefore, a
large difference in the differentiation conditions of Earth,
Mercury, and Mars had the potential to strongly affect their
volatile budgets as well as the resulting volatile cycling in
these planets.
Previous studies show that fO2 controls C-O-N-H speci-
ation in the silicate melts during and/or immediately post

core-mantle differentiation. Molecular CO2,CO
2�
3 , N2,

H2O, and OH� are the dominant dissolved species in the
silicate melts under relatively oxidized conditions
(>IW � 1), while under increasingly reduced conditions
(<IW � 1) dissolution in reduced forms like C-H, C-O,
N-H, N3� and H2 becomes dominant (Mysen et al., 2008;
Mysen and Fogel, 2010; Mysen et al., 2011; Kadik et al.,
2013; Armstrong et al., 2015; Kadik et al., 2015; Kadik
et al., 2017; Dalou et al., 2019b; Mosenfelder et al., 2019;
Grewal et al., 2019b). None of the above studies have com-
bined quantitative and spectroscopic analyses to detail the
effect of variation in fO2, with varying P, T, and silicate
melt composition (NBO/T; a measure of degree of silicate
melt polymerization, is expressed as total non-bridging oxy-
gens per tetrahedral cations; NBO/T = (2 � Total O)/T – 4,
where T = Si + Ti + Al + Cr + P (e.g., Mysen et al.,
1982)), on the dissolution of mixed C-O-N-H volatiles in
the silicate melts prevalent during a wide range of MO con-
ditions. Mysen et al. (2008), Mysen and Fogel (2010),
Mysen et al. (2011), Kadik et al. (2013), Kadik et al.
(2015), and Kadik et al. (2017) presented FTIR and Raman
spectroscopy data for mixed C-O-N-H volatiles in relatively
simple silicate melt compositions and/or in a limited fO2

range (logfO2 > IW � 2.7) without any quantification of
C and H contents in the silicate melts. Dalou et al.
(2019b) and Grewal et al. (2019b) provided only Raman
spectroscopy data in a relatively oxidized range (logfO2 > -
IW � 2.1). Although Armstrong et al. (2015) provided
FTIR and Raman data for C-O-N-H speciation data over
a wide fO2 range (between IW � 3.6 and IW + 1.5), N
was an incidental contaminant in almost all of their exper-
iments which did not allow for the possibility to study the
transformation of N speciation with fO2. Mosenfelder
et al. (2019) provided FTIR spectra for C-O-N-H specia-
tion data but the Fe-free nature of their silicate glasses
did not allow for fO2 estimation and subsequent analysis
of evolution of C-O-N-H speciation with change in fO2.
Additionally, none of the previous studies provide a system-
atic comparison of the abundance and spectroscopic char-
acterization of C-O-N-H volatiles to predict whether C
and N contents and species predicted by the substantially
hydrated experiments also hold true for anhydrous MOs.
Water content of enstatite chondrites (meteorites represen-
tative of the inner Solar System reservoir) is not fully
known. Whereas some earlier studies reported between
0.6 (EH4) to 4.6 wt. % (EL6) of equivalent H2O in enstatite
chondrites (Yang and Epstein, 1983; Jarosewich, 1990;
Robert, 2003), recent studies argue that enstatite chondrites
accreted little to no water (Brearley, 2006; Ruzicka and
Hutson, 2006; Alexander, 2017). If the earliest forming pro-
toplanets in the inner Solar System potentially accreted in
nominally anhydrous conditions (Morbidelli et al., 2012;
Alexander, 2017; Alexander et al., 2018), it is essential to

constrain whether experimentally determined Dalloy=silicate
N

and Dalloy=silicate
C values are directly applicable for anhydrous
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to water-poor MOs. Therefore, a systematic dataset is
required, which combines C-O-N-H abundance and specia-
tion to constrain the dissolution mechanism of major vola-
tiles in anhydrous and hydrous MOs and their effect on the
distribution of volatiles in the rocky body reservoirs.

In this study we present FTIR and Raman spectroscopy
data for the experimental glasses generated in Grewal et al.
(2019b, 2019a). We also report C solubility and H contents
of silicate glasses obtained using SIMS analysis for experi-
ments presented in Grewal et al. (2019b). By combining the
FTIR and Raman spectrographic analyses with bulk N, C,
and H concentrations of the silicate glasses, we demonstrate
the effect of fO2, with variation of P, T and NBO/T, on the
speciation of C-O-N-H volatiles in reduced silicate melts.
We use the experimental results to predict the speciation
of C-O-N-H volatiles in a variety of MO settings applicable
for an assortment of rocky bodies in our Solar System.
Through constraining the speciation of C-O-N-H volatiles
in silicate magma ocean-relevant conditions, we comment
on the relative distribution of carbon and nitrogen between
the core, MO and the overlying proto-atmosphere.

2. METHODS

2.1. Experimental details

The silicate glasses used in this study were synthesized in
Grewal et al. (2019b, 2019a) at 1–7 GPa, 1500–2200 �C,
logfO2 � IW–4.3 to IW–0.8 and NBO/T = 0.4–2.2. All
experiments were performed in graphite capsules using
alloy-silicate mixtures containing �30–35 wt.% alloy and
65–70% wt.% silicate. Experiments were conducted either
by loading a single starting composition into a graphite
capsule or by loading 3–4 starting compositions in a single
graphite stock by drilling separate sample chambers. Fine
powders of Fe4N, Fe7N3 or Si3N4 were the source of N
and the N content was fixed at �1.5–1.7 wt.%. in all of
the starting mixtures. Eight different silicate mixtures
reported in Grewal et al. (2019b, 2019a) were used to con-
straint the effect of silicate melt composition. The experi-
ments were performed using either an end-loaded piston
cylinder (PC) apparatus, or an 1100-ton Walker-type
multi-anvil (MA) device at Rice University. An experimen-
tal duration of 5–300 minutes was deemed sufficient to
attain chemical equilibrium. Water was not added in any
of the experimental powders and is present primarily due
to the adsorption of moisture in the starting materials. This
led to limited variation in fH2O during the experimental
conditions.

Post de-pressurization, single-chambered samples were
cut longitudinally into two halves while multi- chambered
samples were cut transversely into two halves using a tung-
sten wire saw. Both halves of the samples were mounted in
CrystalbondTM, ground using 1200-grit sandpaper and pol-
ished using 0.3-micron alumina slurry on a velvet cloth. The
polished halves were soaked in acetone overnight to remove
CrystalbondTM. The following analytical techniques were
used in the order: (1) Electron microprobe: To determine
N as well as major and minor elemental composition
(details in Grewal et al. (2019b, 2019a)) in alloy and silicate
phase. (2) Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry: To determine
bulk C and H contents in silicate phase. (3) Raman spec-
troscopy: To determine C-O-N-H speciation in silicate
phase. 4) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy: To
determine C-O-N-H speciation in silicate phase. One half
of each sample was used for the analytical techniques: (1),
(2), and (3), while the other half was used for technique: (4).

2.2. Analytical details

N along with major and minor elemental abundances of
the experimental phases were measured using a JEOL
JXA8530F Hyperprobe and reported in Grewal et al.
(2019b, 2019a).

2.2.1. Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS)

Bulk C and H contents of the silicate melts from Grewal
et al. (2019a) that quenched to glasses or had glassy pools
were determined by using Cameca IMS 1280 ion micro-
probe at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution following
the procedural details listed in previous studies Chi et al.
(2014) and Dasgupta et al. (2013). Re-polished samples
were placed in indium substrate in an aluminum dish and
gold-coated followed by placing them under vacuum for
at least 24 h before analysis. A beam of 133Cs+ ions with
1–1.5nA current and 12 kV energy was used to focus on a
spot size of 10 mm in diameter followed by rastering over
a 30 � 30 mm area. Negatively charged ions were acceler-
ated at 10 kV into a double-focusing mass spectrometer.
The central 15 � 15 mm of the beam-rastered area was ana-
lyzed by placing a mechanical aperture in the focal plane of
secondary ion optics, thereby minimizing any potential sur-
face carbon contamination in the measurement. 4–6 spots
per sample were pre-sputtered for 240 s and then measured
over at least 10 cycles of ion intensities. During each cycle
12C, 1H16O and 30Si were recorded and intensity ratios of
12C/30Si and 1H16O/30Si were converted to C and H2O con-
centrations using the calibration curves developed in the
same analytical session (Dasgupta et al., 2013; Chi et al.,
2014; Li et al., 2015; Grewal et al., 2019b). After every 8–
10 spots on the sample glasses, 2–3 analyses were performed
on the standard glass (ALV519-4-1) to check for possible
deviations during the measurements.

2.2.2. Raman spectroscopy

C-O-N-H speciation in the silicate glasses from Grewal
et al. (2019a) was determined with a Renishaw inVia
Raman microscope at the shared equipment authority of
Rice University (Fig. 1). A 514 nm laser was used to obtain
the spectral data in the frequency range of 200–5000 cm�1

at a resolution of 1 cm�1 with a 50� objective lens at an
output power of 23 mW. To increase the signal/noise ratio,
spectra at each point were accumulated five times with an
exposure time set at 30 s. The contribution of atmospheric
N2 was accounted for by recording a Raman spectrum of
the air and then subtracting this blank signal from the
acquired Raman spectrum of the sample (Roskosz et al.,
2006). The final reported Raman spectra for each sample



Fig. 1. Typical background corrected Raman spectra of the peaks
associated with C-O-N-H species in the experimental silicate glasses
under graphite saturated conditions. Isolated C„O molecules or
complexes, C„N� complexes, isolated N2 molecules, and chemical
interactions of C-H, N-H, and O-H bearing species with the silicate
melt structure define the volatile dissolution pattern in the glasses.

Fig. 2. Typical (A) raw and (B) background corrected, thickness
normalized FTIR spectra of the peaks associated with C-O-N-H
species in the experimental silicate glasses under graphite saturated
conditions over a wide fO2 range and at a fixed P-T. The dashed
curves in (A) represent the spline background corrections. The
dashed curves in (B) show the broad asymmetric peak of O-H
vibration post-deconvolution from N-H stretching frequency in the
similar range. Chemical interactions of C„N�, �N@C@N�, CO2�

3 ,
C„O, esters, N-H, and O-H bonds with the silicate melt structure
define C-O-N-H interaction with the silicate melt structure.
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were averaged and smoothed followed by the relevant back-
ground correction and peak deconvolution using the Origi-
nPro software package (OriginLab�).

2.2.3. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

FTIR spectra were obtained by using a Thermo Nicolet
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer at the Depart-
ment of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences of
Rice University (Fig. 2). All experimental glasses were dou-
bly polished to thickness of 50–250 lm and cleaned with
acetone and ethanol before a given analytical session. A
digital micrometer (ID-C125EXB Mitutoyo Digimatic
Indicator) was used to measure the sample thickness. Liq-
uid nitrogen was used overnight before every analytical ses-
sion to remove atmospheric gas contamination. Blank
backgrounds were collected at the beginning of each spec-
tral analysis. FTIR spectra were collected on at least three
to four spots per sample (Fig. S1). Each spectrum was
obtained in the frequency range of 650–4000 cm�1 with a
resolution of 4 cm�1 and 128 scans using a 100 � 100 lm
spot. The final reported spectra represent the averaged val-
ues for each sample. Background correction and peak
deconvolution for the final reported FTIR spectra for each
sample was done using the OriginPro software package.

A peak attributed to O-H stretching at �3530 cm�1 was
used to determine the amount of bulk H bonded with O.
The peak area and height of O-H stretching in each spec-
trum was determined using a cubic spline background.
The concentration of bulk H dissolved as OH/H2O was
quantified by using the Beer-Lambert Law:

Cx ¼ 100 �MxAy=dqey

where, Cx is the concentration of the volatile species x in the
sample, Mx is the molecular weight of the volatile species �
(18.02 gmol�1 for H2O), Ay is the absorption of peak y
(peak height measured from the spectrum in cm�1), d is
the density of the sample (in gL�1), and ey is the extinction
coefficient for the peak (in Lmol�1cm�1 for linear extinc-
tion coefficient). We used a fixed e value of 67 Lmol�1cm�1

for OH� at �3550 cm�1 (Stolper, 1982). Although extinc-
tion coefficient is expected to vary with silicate melt compo-
sition (King et al., 2002; Mandeville et al., 2002), only few
discrete extinction coefficient values are available for a
given volatile species for different compositions. Therefore,
our use of a fixed value for e is justified as the relative
change of speciation at different fO2s is the primary goal
of this study. Average composition determined by electron
microprobe (reported in Grewal et al. (2019b, 2019a)) was
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used to determine the density of the silicate glasses using the
method of Silver (1988).

2.3. Peak fitting procedure

Baseline correction, peak deconvolution and curve fit-
ting of the Raman and FTIR spectra were performed using
the OriginPro software package. A spline baseline at small
intervals, accounting for different curvatures at different
wavenumbers, was set in the �1400–2500 cm�1 portion of
the FTIR spectra. Special care had to be taken to apply
the baseline correction in �2500–3800 cm�1 range because
of the O-H stretching frequency which has a broad
asymmetric peak at �3550–3580 cm�1 (Fig. 2A). The
curvature for this peak extends over a wide range
(�2800–3800 cm�1) thereby interfering with N-H stretching
frequency lying in a similar range (�3150–3380 cm�1).
Therefore, to decouple the contribution of O-H and N-H
speciation in the spectral signals, asymmetric curved back-
grounds were set in the �2500–3800 cm�1 range that
account for the contribution of the asymmetric O-H peak
(Fig. 2A).

After applying the baseline correction, FTIR spectra
was deconvoluted to Lorentzian components in order to
quantify the proportions of the C-O-N-H species dissolved
in the silicate melt. The locations of the peaks, the band-
width (accounted by FWHM: Full Width at Half Maxi-
mum), band intensity, and area under the fitted curve
were treated as independent parameters. The convergence
criterion for each spectrum was determined by minimum
chi-squared estimation (v2) scheme.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Texture of experimental products

All of the experiments reported in Grewal et al. (2019b,
2019a) had quenched metal blobs embedded in silicate melt.
Only the experiments that had uniform glassy textures were
used for measurements in this study (Fig. S2). All of the
analyzed silicate glasses had uniform glassy structure with
no evidence of bubbles (Fig. S2). Therefore, all of the data
reported in this study are for fluid-undersaturated experi-
ments. Additional textural details for the experimental
products can be found in Grewal et al. (2019b, 2019a).

3.2. Estimation of oxygen fugacity

Oxygen fugacity (fO2) of the experimental products was
determined via the co-existence of Fe-rich alloy melt and
silicate melt:

FeOsilicate melt ¼ Fealloy melt þ 1=2 O2 ð1Þ
from which fO2 relative to fO2 of the iron-wüstite buffer
(IW), at a given P-T, is defined by:

IW ¼ 2log
asilicate melt
FeO

aalloy melt
Fe

¼ 2log
X silicate melt

FeO csilicate melt
FeO

X alloy melt
Fe calloy melt

Fe

ð2Þ
where, asilicate melt
FeO is the activity of FeO component in silicate

melt and aalloy melt
Fe is the activity of Fe component in alloy

melt; X silicate melt
FeO and csilicate melt

FeO is the mole fraction and activ-
ity coefficient of FeO component in silicate melt, respec-

tively; X alloy melt
Fe and calloy melt

Fe is the mole fraction and
activity coefficient of Fe component in alloy melt, respec-
tively. Using the non-ideal solution model, fO2 was calcu-

lated assuming a fixed csilicate melt
FeO of 1.5 (Holzheid et al.,

1997). To account for the non-ideal interactions between

components of the alloy melt, calloy melt
Fe was calculated via

e approach in Wagner equations (Ma, 2001) using the
‘Online Metal Activity Calculator’ (http://norris.org.au/ex-
pet/metalact/).

3.3. Bulk carbon solubility and hydrogen content in the

silicate melt

Bulk C and H content in the silicate melts determined
using SIMS in this study and from Grewal et al. (2019b)
are tabulated in Table 1 along with the bulk N content
reported in Grewal et al. (2019b, 2019a). Bulk H content
varies from 189 to 1293 ppm (except one experiment con-
taining 2330 ppm H). The range of bulk H variation in this
study is similar to the measurements of previous experimen-
tal studies conducted in a similar P-T-fO2 range (e.g.,
Dalou et al., 2017; Li et al., 2015, 2016), where no H2O
was intentionally added in the starting mixtures. The varia-
tion of graphite saturated C content of the silicate melts in
the range of 81–977 ppm is consistent with the values
reported in several previous studies for N-free (Wetzel
et al., 2013; Dasgupta et al., 2013; Stanley et al., 2014;
Chi et al., 2014; Armstrong et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2016a; Duncan et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Tsuno
et al., 2018) and N-bearing systems (Dalou et al., 2017;
Grewal et al., 2019b). Broadly, the C content decreases with
decreasing fO2 as observed in previous studies (Dasgupta
and Grewal, 2019 and references therein).

3.4. Raman spectra

Across the range of 1300–4500 cm�1, Raman spectra
were used to identify the structural interaction between dis-
solved C-O-N-H species and the silicate melt structure for
glasses at logfO2 > IW � 2.5. Due to extreme fluorescence,
Raman spectra at logfO2 < IW � 2.5 did not yield volatile
speciation information. Typical background corrected
Raman spectra from IW � 2.5 to IW � 0.8 are shown in
Fig. 1. Raman spectra show a variety of peaks for mixed
C-O-N-H dissolution which can be ascribed to the presence
of N-N, N-H, C-H, C-N, C-O and O-H bonds in the silicate
melt structure. The intensities of peaks at �2110 cm�1,
2330 cm�1, and 2930 cm�1 drop with a decrease in fO2.
At least four peaks within �3180 and 3370 cm�1 overlap
to show the prominent spectral feature within that range
whose cumulative peak area increases with a decrease in
fO2.

http://norris.org.au/expet/metalact/
http://norris.org.au/expet/metalact/


Table 1
Summary of experimental conditions, oxygen fugacity, abundances of carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen and normalized area under the fitted FTIR curves for different peaks.

Exp No. P

(GPa)
T (�
C)

aStarting composition blog fO2

(IW)

cNBO/
T

Raman FTIR dN
(wt.
%)

eC
(ppm)

eH-SIMS
(ppm)

fH-FTIR
(ppm)

g1530:
NH2�

g1610:
NH2

�
g1730:
Ester

g2130:
CO

g2210:
CN

g3200-
3380:N-
H

MA178-
10S

4.5 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S

�0.85 0.98 ✕ ✕ 0.25
(3)

927
(18)

728(33) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

MA178-0S 4.5 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N

�0.94 0.93 ✕ U 0.32
(4)

977
(42)

841(21) n.a. 2.40
(16)

4.98
(14)

0 0 12.16
(33)

20.57
(200)

G483 3 1600 67%BCR + 33%Fe-
5Ni-5N

�0.96 0.62 U U 0.39
(6)

202
(3)

336(6) 57(16) 1.58
(18)

3.13
(10)

0 0 0 21.54

G496 3 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N-10S

�0.97 0.95 U U 0.15

(5)

543

(50)

671(43) 116(32) 1.70

(13)

3.41

(11)

0 0 9.78

(19)

32.03

(376)

G493 3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N-10S

�1.01 0.92 U U 0.09

(3)

259

(24)

730(47) 212(19) 0 4.32

(7)

0 0 3.36

(7)

21.42

(128)

G545_1d 1 1600 70%MO#1 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.02 1.06 U U 0.06
(3)

272
(18)

748(17) 212(30) 0.45(4) 2.03(5) 0 0 0.97
(4)

5.55(20)

G549_4 1 1700 70%MO#2 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.02 1.25 U U 0.06
(3)

292
(3)

803(32) 168(13) 0 1.35(7) 0 0 0.96
(10)

2.13(25)

G503 2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N-10S

�1.05 0.89 U ✕ 0.07

(4)

299

(27)

965(62) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G498 3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N

�1.06 0.97 U U 0.09

(2)

311

(28)

1190(77) 289(27) 1.51

(15)

6.05

(13)

0 0 3.75

(13)

26.00

(106)

G516 2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N

�1.07 0.89 U ✕ 0.07

(4)

271

(15)

756(65) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G499 3 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N

�1.08 0.90 U U 0.19

(6)

652

(59)

1082(70) 243(31) 0.34

(11)

12.93

(17)

0 0 9.92

(18)

57.30

(283)

G545_3c 1 1600 70%MO#2 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.09 1.22 U U 0.06
(3)

272
(15)

838(54) 270(28) 0.23(5) 2.50
(11)

0 0 1.14
(5)

5.83(12)

G549_3 1 1700 70%MO#3 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.10 1.56 U U 0.04
(1)

333
(59)

854(27) 153(13) 0 2.51
(24)

0 0 0.88
(5)

2.75(12)

G549_1 1 1700 70%MO#4 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.10 1.84 U U 0.04
(2)

302
(9)

842(61) 302(33) 1.40(5) 3.76(9) 0 0 1.37
(9)

2.47(78)

G545_4a 1 1600 70%MO#3 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.13 1.56 U U 0.03
(2)

282
(3)

891(9) 241 0 1.89(5) 0 0 0.57
(6)

3.88(11)

G549_2 1 1700 70%MO#1 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.13 0.98 U ✕ 0.07
(3)

238
(4)

789(6) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G545_2b 1 1600 70%MO#4 + 30%Fe-
5N

�1.15 1.81 U U 0.03
(2)

282
(7)

908(46) 244(22) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G517 1 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N

�1.17 0.86 U ✕ 0.03

(3)

300

(16)

1022(88) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G515 1 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N-20S

�1.18 0.90 U ✕ 0.02

(2)

197

(27)

867(74) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G504 1 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N-10S

�1.19 0.95 U ✕ 0.03

(3)

253

(24)

965(62) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
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G488 3 1600 67%BCR + 33%Fe-
5Ni-5N-20S

�1.21 0.71 U U 0.34
(6)

376
(29)

1054(21) 221(26) 0 4.48
(10)

0 0 4.93
(12)

28.11
(170)

G495 3 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N-20S

�1.29 0.97 U ✕ 0.07

(3)

561

(31)

504(81) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

MA178-
20S

4.5 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-20S

�1.31 0.95 ✕ ✕ 0.19
(4)

760
(45)

831(17) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G491 3 1600 67%ThB + 33%Fe-5Ni-

5N-20S

�1.37 0.93 U U 0.06

(2)

339

(31)

2330

(151)

386(27) 6.85

(35)

9.29

(22)

0 0 0 34.40

(199)

G484 3 1600 67%BCR + 33%Fe-
5Ni + 5N + 20S

�1.43 0.68 U U 0.29
(7)

310
(5)

1293(16) 385(13) 0 5.82
(10)

0 0 3.47
(14)

32.41
(142)

MA214-
0S_7.5Si

6 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni + 5N-0S-7.5Si

�1.48 0.66 U U 0.82
(14)

248
(5)

899(18) 31 7.67
(16)

1.63
(11)

0.47(8) 0 0 142.89
(1711)

MA147-
N-07

4 1800 70%ThB + 30%Fe-5Ni-
5N-7.5Si

�1.65 0.61 ✕ ✕ 1.82
(2)

748
(31)

1013(33) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G427-N-
03

2 1700 70%ThB + 30%Fe-5Ni-
5N-7.5Si

�1.66 0.68 ✕ ✕ 0.13
(8)

306
(8)

493(8) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G514 2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-

5Ni-5N-20S

�1.71 1.57 U ✕ 0.05

(3)

393

(26)

244(21) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

MA213-
0S_7.5Si

4.5 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-0S-7.5Si

�1.74 0.58 U U 1.30
(7)

312
(10)

868(17) 61(8) 12.00
(35)

11.04
(26)

0 13.77
(74)

0 162.57
(1769)

G554-0S-
7.5Si

3 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-0S-7.5Si

�1.78 0.62 U U 0.78
(11)

304
(11)

820(23) 69(11) 9.15
(39)

13.04
(31)

0 16.08
(102)

0 125.22
(520)

G522-10S 1 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S-7.5Si

�1.92 0.59 ✕ U 0.12
(6)

169
(2)

444(5) 43(5) 3.33
(0.35)

3.46
(14)

0 2.84
(10)

0 29.38
(169)

G511 3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-0S-7.5Si

�2.01 0.58 U U 0.48
(5)

136
(11)

599(36) 66(11) 9.71
(22)

12.64
(16)

0 3.49 0 125.03
(816)

G520-0S 2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-7.5Si

�2.02 0.56 ✕ ✕ 0.67
(9)

224
(39)

556(11) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G509 3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S-7.5Si

�2.02 0.59 ✕ U 0.43
(4)

113
(10)

554(8) 75(8) 5.58
(15)

8.79
(12)

0 4.97
(20)

0 82.58
(639)

G520-10S 2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S-7.5Si

�2.03 0.57 ✕ ✕ 0.58
(5)

172
(14)

467(11) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

MA214-
0S_12.5Si

6 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-12.5Si

�2.13 0.49 ✕ ✕ 1.58
(33)

123
(1)

741(21) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G457-N-
06

2 1800 70%ThB + 30%Fe-5Ni-
5N-7.5Si

�2.22 0.54 ✕ U 1.19
(27)

300
(22)

453(7) 30(6) 4.65
(27)

4.28
(20)

0 7.89
(247)

0 72.67
(429)

G510 3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-20S-7.5Si

�2.24 0.60 U U 0.44
(4)

176
(6)

1034(28) 161(23) 2.57
(18)

20.60
(18)

0 4.96
(35)

0 138.95
(601)

MA213-
0S_12.5Si

4.5 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-12.5Si

�2.28 0.52 ✕ U 1.81
(21)

195
(5)

978(24) 59(10) 15.33
(42)

10.59
(30)

1.60
(22)

0 0 211.65
(1904)

G520-20S 2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-20S-7.5Si

�2.35 0.71 ✕ ✕ 0.51
(6)

237
(24)

578(11) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G432-N-
04

2 1750 70%ThB + 30%Fe-5Ni-
5N-7.5Si

�2.36 0.47 ✕ U 0.57
(16)

219
(28)

185(5) 28(5) 0 2.55 0 12.54
(106)

0 48.60
(429)

G437-N-
05

2 1800 70%ThB + 30%Fe-5Ni-
5N-7.5Si

�2.38 0.49 ✕ U 1.15
(22)

308
(16)

556(3) 36(7) 3.58
(23)

2.23
(17)

0 5.26
(16)

0 63.67
(619)

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Exp No. P

(GPa)
T (�
C)

aStarting composition blog fO2

(IW)

cNBO/
T

Raman FTIR dN
(wt.
%)

eC
(ppm)

eH-SIMS
(ppm)

fH-FTIR
(ppm)

g1530:
NH2�

g1610:
NH2

�
g1730:
Ester

g2130:
CO

g2210:
CN

g3200-
3380:N-
H

G522-0S 1 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-7.5Si

�2.43 0.56 ✕ U 0.26
(8)

229
(91)

244(4) 49(4) 3.14
(23)

3.73
(16)

0 1.74
(12)

0 30.87
(131)

G420-N-
01

2 1500 70%ThB + 30%Fe-5Ni-
5N-7.5Si

�2.64 0.51 ✕ U 1.01
(25)

108
(12)

333(7) 22(2) 6.63
(32)

2.97
(24)

0 4.93
(24)

0 70.53
(482)

G425-N-
02

2 1600 70%ThB + 30%Fe-5Ni-
5N-7.5Si

�2.71 0.51 ✕ ✕ 1.10
(29)

152
(21)

354(9) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G522-20S 1 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-20S-7.5Si

�2.71 0.56 ✕ U 0.30
(5)

267
(45)

189(4) 44(5) 2.69
(43)

2.93
(25)

0 0.59
(5)

0 23.03
(133)

G554-0S-
12.5Si

3 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-12.5Si

�2.74 0.48 ✕ U 2.32
(14)

139
(0)

775(10) 41(7) 14.35
(38)

6.99
(27)

1.87
(19)

0 0 238.07
(2284)

G525-10S-
12.5Si

3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S-12.5Si

�2.99 0.48 ✕ U 1.22
(10)

158
(3)

678(7) 35(3) 14.10
(34)

5.60
(22)

2.32
(15)

4.88
(33)

0 198.66
(1930)

MA214-
0S_17.5Si

6 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-17.5Si

�3.11 0.41 ✕ ✕ 2.97
(23)

136
(3)

738(11) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

G526-10S-
12.5Si

2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S-12.5Si

�3.11 0.49 ✕ U 0.95
(16)

149
(10)

722(11) 25(3) 9.83
(68)

2.87
(54)

0 0 0 180.21
(1531)

G526-0S-
12.5Si

2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-12.5Si

�3.20 0.47 ✕ U 1.25
(17)

122
(4)

622(11) 14(2) 1.10
(34)

0 0 0 0 107.43
(949)

G526-0S-
17.5Si

2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-17.5Si

�3.20 0.47 ✕ U 1.29
(11)

81(3) 456(11) 49(7) 16.92
(65)

11.75
(48)

0 0 0 234.30
(1805)

MA213-
0S_17.5Si

4.5 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-17.5Si

�3.21 0.44 ✕ U 2.46
(25)

191
(10)

926(11) 35(1) 10.65
(33)

3.60
(23)

2.41
(15)

0 0 171.18
(1708)

G525-0S-
12.5Si

3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-12.5Si

�3.37 0.46 ✕ U 1.45
(12)

121
(3)

579(18) 39(4) 14.27
(44)

6.65
(35)

2.32
(15)

0 0 220.29
(1535)

G554-0S-
17.5Si

3 1800 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-17.5Si

�3.43 0.41 ✕ U 2.72
(29)

195
(14)

782(23) 28(3) 8.42
(33)

3.15
(22)

2.04
(15)

0 0 179.58
(1654)

G525-0S-
17.5Si

3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-17.5Si

�3.97 0.41 ✕ U 1.70
(11)

80(6) 477(9) 35(3) 9.90
(65)

3.38
(56)

2.84
(22)

0 0 189.28
(1423)

G526-10S-
17.5Si

2 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S-17.5Si

�4.12 0.43 ✕ U 1.49
(9)

81(3) 456(7) 49(3) 19.23
(81)

8.90
(62)

0 0 0 294.63
(1821)

G525-10S-
17.5Si

3 1600 70%ThB1 + 30%Fe-
5Ni-5N-10S-17.5Si

�4.30 0.43 ✕ U 1.51
(7)

90
(14)

431(6) 25(6) 7.72
(56)

2.75
(51)

1.74
(21)

0 0 151.52
(1143)

The experiments in italics are from Grewal et al. (2019b), while the rest of experiments are from Grewal et al. (2019a)
Errors, reported in paranthesis, are 1-r error and are reported as the last digit cited. 927(18) should be read as 927 ± 18 ppm.
a For details see Table S2 in Grewal et al. (2019b) and Table 1 in Grewal et al. (2019a).
b fO2 with respect to iron-wüstite buffer (IW) is calculated using non-ideal solution model for both alloy and silicate melts.
c NBO/T = (2 x Total O)/T � 4, where T = Si + Ti + Al + Cr + P.
d 1-r error is based on replicate EPMA analyses.
e 1-r error is based on replicate SIMS analyses.
f Bulk H content by FTIR is calculated using the Beer-Lambert Law at extinction coefficent 67 Lmol-1cm�1 for water at �3550 cm�1. See Supplementary Information for details.
g 1-r error is based on propagated error for area under the fitted curve calculated from the FTIR data using the OriginPro software package.
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3.5. FTIR spectra

FTIR spectra were used to identify the structural inter-
action of dissolved C-O-N-H species in the silicate melt
over the entire fO2 range (�IW � 4.2 to IW � 0.5). Fig. 2
shows the typical raw and background corrected, thickness
normalized FTIR spectra of the experimental glasses across
the entire fO2 range at a fixed P-T (3 GPa-1800 �C). FTIR
spectra capture the presence of N-H, C-N, C-O, and O-H
bonds in the silicate melt structure. Similar to Raman spec-
tra, the intensity of the composite peak between �3180 and
3370 cm�1 increases with a decrease in fO2 till IW � 2.7,
below which it drops with a further decrease in fO2. Several
other distinctive peaks lie at �1420, 1530, 1610, 1730, 2120,
and 2210 cm�1, whose intensities depend upon fO2.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Peak assignment for Raman spectra – comparison with

previous studies and implications for volatile speciation in

reduced silicate melts

In Fig. 1, the narrow asymmetric peak at �2330 cm�1

has been assigned to the main vibron of molecular N2

(Roskosz et al., 2006). The identity of the peak found at
�2110 cm�1 has been a source of debate. It has been
assigned to the stretching vibration of C-O either in the
form of isolated C-O molecules (Yoshioka et al., 2015),
or Fe-carbonyl complexes (Wetzel et al., 2013). In contrast,
Grewal et al. (2019b) argued that the higher C solubility in
N-bearing silicate melts relative to N-free melts can be
explained by the C-N� stretching vibron in Fe-cyanide
complexes. However, due to the isoelectronic nature and
therefore vibrational similarity between C-O and C-N�,
as well as both of them being strong-field p-bonding ligands
(Kettle et al., 2010; Barsan et al., 2011), the simultaneous
presence of C-O and C-N� stretching vibrations at
�2110 cm�1 cannot be ruled out. The asymmetrical band
at 2225 cm�1, attributed to Si-H stretching vibrations
(Schmidt et al., 1998), was not detected in any of our
samples.

The �2920–2930 cm�1 peak was assigned to the C-H
stretching vibration of methane or methyl complexes
(Murphy and Roberts, 1995; Mysen et al., 2009). The peaks
at �3180–3190 cm�1, �3240–3250 cm�1, �3280–
3290 cm�1, and �3350–3370 cm�1 were assigned to the
stretching vibrations of N-H bonds in various N-H bearing
molecules and complexes (Roskosz et al., 2006; Kadik
et al., 2013). However, the exact identity of the N-H bearing
species in this frequency range, i.e., NH2�, NH�

2 , NH3, or

NHþ
4 , has been a source of debate (Kadik et al., 2013;

Dalou et al., 2019b; Mosenfelder et al., 2019). The broad
asymmetric peak at �3550–3580 cm�1 which was assigned
to the OH� stretching vibrations (Chi et al., 2014;
Armstrong et al., 2015) can be observed in the most oxi-
dized glasses (>�IW � 1.5). A band near 4130 cm�1,
assigned to the dissolution of molecular H2 (Schmidt
et al., 1998; Hirschmann et al., 2012), was not detected in
the Raman spectra of any of the samples.
4.2. Peak assignment for FTIR spectra – comparison with

previous studies and implications for volatile speciation in

reduced silicate melts

In the most oxidized experiments (logfO2> �IW � 1.1)

we see evidence for structurally bound CO2�
3 peaks with a

characteristic doublet at 1420–1430 cm�1 and 1520–
1530 cm�1 (Fine and Stolper, 1985) (Fig. 2). The peak for
molecular CO2 at 2350 cm�1 was not found in any of the
samples. The 2205–2215 cm�1 peak, observed at logfO2 > -
IW � 2.0, was ascribed by Yoshioka et al. (2015) and
Schmidt et al. (1998) to the dissolution of molecular C-O
and Si-H stretching vibrations in the silicate melt structure,
respectively. However, in this study we observed that the
samples with 2205–2215 cm�1 peak have a higher C/N ratio
(Fig. 3A) relative to the reduced experiments at logfO2 < -
IW � 2.0, where this peak is absent. Therefore, the assign-
ment of 2205–2215 cm�1 peak to C-N� vibrations in the
silicate melt may explain the experiments at logfO2 > -
IW � 2.0 having a higher C/N ratio relative to the experi-
ments at logfO2 > IW � 2.0. The presence of C-N�

species in a similar frequency range was also observed in
the study of C-N bearing organic molecules (Socrates,
2001). Hence, the 2205–2215 cm�1 peak could also belong
to the simultaneous presence of triply bonded C-O and C-
N� in the silicate melt. We report the first observation of
a peak at 2120–2135 cm�1 at �IW � 3.0 to � 1.7. The C/
N ratio of the silicate melts in this range is lower than the
more oxidized experiments, which possibly contain C-N�

(C:N = 1:1) bearing complexes, but is higher than the
experiments at logfO2 < IW � 3.0 (Fig. 3A). Therefore,
the peak at 2120–2135 cm�1 can possibly be explained by
the C-N stretching band of �N-C-N� (C:N = 1:2) in car-
bodiimide complexes. Similar observations have been made
in previous studies on organic and inorganic molecules
(Socrates, 2001).

In contrast to previous studies with N-free systems, we
find an additional peak at �1730 cm�1 below IW � 2.
Kadik et al. (2013) assigned this peak to the interactions
of C-O with the silicate network. However, as fCO posi-
tively correlates with fO2 (C + 1/2 O2 = CO), �1730 cm�1

peak intensity area should not increase with a decrease in
fO2 if it belonged to the vibrations of isolated C-O mole-
cules in the silicate network. Meanwhile, the �1730 cm�1

peak in organic molecules has been assigned to the stretch-
ing vibrations of C-O in complex groups like esters

(Socrates, 2001). Ester formation, in addition

to fCO, is also linked to fH2 which increases with a decrease
in fO2 for H2O bearing systems (H2 + 1/2 O2 = H2O).
Therefore, an increase in �1730 cm�1 peak area with a
decrease in fO2 can be explained by the possible formation
of ester molecules.

The observed peak at 1605–1615 cm�1 was ascribed by
Kadik et al. (2013) to the deformational vibrations of
molecular H2O, while Mosenfelder et al. (2019) assigned
it to the in-plane bending motion of NH�

2 , either in the



Fig. 3. C solubility in graphite saturated silicate melts as a function of: (A) and (B) N content and fO2, and, (C) fO2 and H content. (D) N
content in graphite saturated silicate melts as a function of fO2 and H content. Because previous studies on N partitioning between alloy and
silicate melt did not target N solubility in the silicate melt, therefore, for comparison of N content in the silicate melt, data only from Grewal
et al. (2019a,b) were plotted because of a fixed bulk N content in their starting mixes. Previous N-free studies: (Wetzel et al., 2013; Dasgupta
et al., 2013; Stanley et al., 2014; Chi et al., 2014; Armstrong et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016a; Duncan et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017;
Tsuno et al., 2018). Error bars in A), B) and, C) represent ±1-r deviation based on the replicate ion probe analyses; where absent, the error
bars are smaller than the symbol size.
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form of primary amides (-CONH2) or primary amines
(-NH2). The area under the curve for the 1605–1615 cm�1

peak decreases with a decrease in fO2 (Fig. 2) but it does
not show any correlation with bulk H bonded as OH.
Therefore, the 1605–1615 cm�1 peak should be related to
N-H vibrations. In addition, area under the curve for the
1605–1615 cm�1 range is higher at lower N content, where
more H atoms are available to bond with each N atom rel-
ative to the more reduced conditions. However, C solubility
in the silicate melt is also higher under relatively oxidized
conditions; therefore, the 1605–1615 cm�1 peak could
belong to N-H vibrations in C-bearing primary amides
(-CONH2) in addition to C-free primary amines (-NH2).

Another peak was found at 1535–1545 cm�1 (Fig. 2). In
contrast to the 1605–1615 cm�1 peak, the area under the
curve for the 1535–1545 cm�1 peak increases with a
decrease in fO2 (Fig. 2). As N content in the silicate melt
increases with a decrease in fO2, a smaller number of H
atoms are available to bond with each dissolved N atom.
Therefore, in agreement with Mosenfelder et al. (2019) we
assign the 1535–1545 cm�1 peak to the N-H vibrations in
secondary amines (-NH).

Multiple peaks are found between �3200 and
3380 cm�1. These peaks have been assigned to the presence

of N-H complexes such as NH2�, NH�
2 , NH3, and NHþ

4 by
previous studies (Mysen et al., 2008; Mysen and Fogel,
2010; Kadik et al., 2013; Mosenfelder et al., 2019) but as
discussed in the Raman spectroscopy section, the exact
identity of these peaks remains uncertain. The wide asym-
metric peak at �3530 cm�1 was assigned to the O-H
stretching vibrations of chemically bound OH� (Stolper,
1982). As the asymmetric peak of the O-H vibron extends
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over a wide range (�2800–3800 cm�1), it interferes with
N-H stretching frequency lying in a similar range. The
deconvolution of the N-H stretching frequency signal from
the O-H stretching frequency by setting asymmetric curved
backgrounds is critical to determine the absolute strength of
N-H peaks (Fig. 2A). This is necessary because under the
most oxidized conditions (logfO2 between �IW � 2 and
IW � 1), where O-H peak intensity area is maximum,
N-H peak intensity is most strongly affected by the overlap
with the O-H peak (Fig. 2). If asymmetric curved back-
grounds are not set to deduct the O-H vibration signal, then
the apparent N-H peak area under the curve would seem to
be the highest under the most oxidized conditions. How-
ever, this would be an erroneous conclusion because N-H
peak intensity should increase with a decrease in fO2

because fH2 increases with a decrease in fO2 at constant
bulk H2O content in the silicate melt (Kadik et al., 2013;
Kadik et al., 2017).

4.3. C-O-N-H interactions in reduced silicate melts

Our data, in agreement with Grewal et al. (2019b),
show that C solubility in the reduced silicate melts is
higher in N-bearing systems (Dalou et al., 2017; Grewal
et al., 2019b) compared to N-free systems (Dasgupta
et al., 2013; Chi et al., 2014; Armstrong et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2015; Wetzel et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016a; Li
et al., 2017; Tsuno et al., 2018; Dasgupta and Grewal,
2019) at logfO2 > IW � 3, whereas it is similar in N-
bearing and N-free systems at logfO2 < IW � 3
(Fig. 3B). Additionally, while C solubility does not corre-
late with bulk H content at logfO2 > IW � 3, it increases
with bulk H at logfO2 < IW � 3 (Fig. 3C). A similar
increase in C solubility with increase in bulk H has been
observed in N-free systems (Li et al., 2016a; Li et al.,
2017), albeit starting at a somewhat higher fO2, i.e.,
logfO2 < IW � 1. At such reducing conditions, C-H is
the dominant C species. N content in the silicate melt
increases with a decrease in fO2 and increasing T (Dalou
et al., 2017; Speelmanns et al., 2019; Grewal et al.,
2019a). N content in the silicate melt also shows a positive
correlation with bulk H content (Fig. 3D). However, bulk
H content in Fig. 3D is generally greater at higher T

which means it is not clear whether the effect of bulk H
holds independent of T. Future work is necessary to vali-
date this observation. C solubility positively correlates
with N content in the silicate melt at logfO2 > IW � 1.5,
but it drops off at logfO2 < IW � 1.5 even though there
is a substantial increase in N content (Fig. 3A). This
means that C-N complexation, as corroborated by FTIR
and Raman spectra in this study, is an important factor
in the dissolution of C and N in the silicate melt in rela-
tively oxidized MOs. It also explains the higher C solubil-
ity in silicate melts in N-bearing systems relative to N-free
systems under such conditions.

Although the experiments reported in Grewal et al.
(2019b, 2019a) were conducted over a wide fO2 range
(NBO/T = 0.4–2.2), the variation of NBO/T is coupled to
the variation of fO2 (Fig. S3A), i.e., a decrease in fO2 leads
to a decrease in NBO/T primarily due to the reaction:
Si(metal) + FeO(silicate) = Fe(metal) + SiO2(silicate). Therefore,
it is not possible to decouple the effect of fO2 from NBO/
T such that the effect of NBO/T on C-O-N-H speciation
can be constrained. Similarly, the effect of molar volume
of silicate glasses on the C-O-N-H speciation cannot be pre-
dicted from our experimental results because molar volume
is coupled to fO2 at a given P-T (Fig. S3B). Future experi-
mental work is required to constrain the effect of silicate
melt composition, i.e., NBO/T and molar volume, on C-
O-N-H speciation.

To constrain the relative contribution of different C and
N species as a function of fO2, below, we discuss a subset of
experiments at three different P-T conditions (3 GPa-1600 �
C, 3 GPa-1800 �C, and 4.5 GPa-1800 �C) over the entire
fO2 range. Fig. 4A shows that C solubility decreases expo-
nentially with a decrease in fO2 followed by a small increase
at <�IW � 3. At �IW � 1, C solubility in N-bearing sys-
tems positively correlates with P and T, while at
<�IW � 1.5, it positively correlates with T with near P

independence. At �IW � 1, C solubility positively corre-
lates with N content (Fig. 3A,B). As N content in the sili-
cate melt increases with an increase in P and T under
oxidized conditions (Speelmanns et al., 2019; Grewal
et al., 2019b; Grewal et al., 2019a), there are similar positive
correlations of C solubility with P and T due to the pres-
ence of C„N� complexes (Grewal et al., 2019b). Thickness
normalized area under the curve for the �2210 cm�1 peak,
assigned to C„N� vibrations, manifests the positive effect
of P and T on C solubility under oxidized conditions
(Fig. 4B). The positive correlation between C solubility
(at graphite saturation) and P under oxidized conditions
observed in this study is in contrast with the anti-
correlation known in N-free systems, where C is predomi-

nantly present as CO2�
3 , at less than 4 GPa (Holloway

et al., 1992; Hirschmann and Withers, 2008; Stanley
et al., 2011; Dasgupta et al., 2013; Eguchi and Dasgupta,
2017; Eguchi and Dasgupta, 2018), but is in agreement with
C solubility in N-free systems at a much higher P (10 GPa)
where C solubility as high as 5200 ppm has been observed
at �IW � 1.5 under graphite saturated conditions
(Malavergne et al., 2019).

Depending on the fO2, FTIR data shows the presence of

C-O species like CO2�
3 and CO in addition to C-N com-

plexes. The �1420 cm�1 peak, assigned to CO2�
3 (e.g.,

Fine and Stolper, 1985; Brooker et al., 1999), is present only

at >�IW � 1. Similar observations on the absence of CO2�
3

species at logfO2 < IW � 1 have also been reported in pre-
vious studies in N-free systems (e.g., Li et al., 2015, 2016).
The �2130 cm�1 peak shows a significant presence only
at logfO2 � IW � 2 (Fig. 4C). Although this peak has been
previously assigned to the stretching vibration of C„O, its
bonding environment is a source of debate. Wetzel et al.
(2013) assigned this peak to C„O vibrations in Fe-
carbonyl, while Armstrong et al. (2015) and Yoshioka
et al. (2015) suggested that this peak belonged to the inter-
action of isolated C„O molecules in the silicate network.
Because �2130 cm�1 peak in this study is only present in
silicate glasses which contain significant amounts of Fe
(>4.5 wt.% FeO), Fe-carbonyl complexes could be the pri-



Fig. 4. (A) C solubility and thickness normalized peak areas of possible (B) CN�, (C) CO, and (D) ester species as a function of fO2 at three
different P-T. The dashed lines are best fitted curves that qualitatively track the trends at a fixed P-T. Error bars represent ±1-r deviation
based on the replicate ion probe analyses (A) or propagated error for normalized area under the fitted curve calculated from the FTIR data
(B, C, and D); where absent, the error bars are smaller than the symbol size.
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mary carriers of C„O in the silicate network; however, a
small contribution of isolated C„O molecules cannot be
ruled out. Additionally, an absence of �2130 cm�1 peak
at log fO2 > IW � 1 suggests that at under these conditions

C dissolves mainly as CO2�
3 or C„N� complexes. The

�1730 cm�1 peak area increases with a decrease in fO2.
Kadik et al. (2013) tentatively assigned this peak to the
C@O vibrations in the silicate melt structure, but they could
not identify the molecular structure of the species. fCO
decreases with a decrease in fO2; therefore, the
�1730 cm�1 peak cannot be assigned to the presence of iso-
lated CO molecules. However, assignment of the
�1730 cm�1 peak to ester molecules can simultaneously
explain the presence of C@O vibrations as well as an
increase of its peak area with a decrease in fO2 because of
its co-dependence on both fH2 and fCO which increase
and decrease with a decrease in fO2, respectively.
To determine the relative importance of dissolution of C
and N in the silicate melt as hydrogenated and non-
hydrogenated species, it is crucial to ascertain the relative
amounts of bulk H that is bonded as O-H and non-O-H
species. H content determined by FTIR, which quantifies
the amount of H bonded as O-H, was subtracted from
the bulk H content determined using SIMS to yield the
amount of H bonded as non-O-H species. Fig. 5 shows that
the percentage of bulk H bonded as non-OH species
increases exponentially from IW � 0.8 to IW � 4.5. At
the most oxidized conditions the percentage of H bonded
as non-OH species is �60%, while at the most reduced con-
ditions it is > 90%. It is important to note that in compar-
ison to N-free systems (Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016a),
N-bearing systems from this study have a higher amount
of H present as non-OH species, primarily bonded as N-
H, under oxidized conditions. However, the gap reduces



Fig. 5. Percentage of bulk H that is bonded as non-OH species like
C-H and N-H as a function of fO2. Percentage of H bonded as O-H
decreases, while percentage of H bonded as non-O-H increases with
a decrease in fO2. N-bearing systems have higher amount of N
present as non-OH species under oxidized conditions, while the gap
reduces at increasingly reduced conditions. The amount of H
content determined by FTIR, which quantifies the amount of H
bonded as O-H in the silicate melt, was subtracted from the bulk H
content determined using SIMS to yield the amount of H bonded
as non-O-H species. The amount of H bonded as OH in the silicate
glasses of this study and Li et al. (2016, 2015) was determined by
using a fixed extinction coefficient of 67 Lmol�1cm�1 for OH� at
�3550 cm�1 (For details see Supplementary Information).
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at increasingly reduced conditions which points towards the
increase in the presence of C-H species in addition to N-H
with lower fO2.

N content in the silicate melt increases linearly with a
decrease in logfO2 (Fig. 6A). The possible mechanisms of
N incorporation in the silicate melts under the reduced con-
ditions prevalent during core-mantle differentiation and
post-core formation stage in rocky bodies are: N2, N

3�,
NH2�, NH�

2 , NH3, NHþ
4 , and CN� (Libourel et al., 2003;

Mysen et al., 2008; Kadik et al., 2013; Armstrong et al.,
2015; Dalou et al., 2019b; Mosenfelder et al., 2019;
Grewal et al., 2019b). N is present in zero oxidation state
in N2, while all other species have N in � 3 oxidation state,
therefore, the interchange between N2 and all other reduced
N species is controlled by fO2. The exact nature of inter-
change between hydrogenated N species, with variable
degrees of hydration, and anhydrous N species would
depend, however, on fH2 or the bulk H content in the sys-
tem at a given fO2.

N dissolution in the silicate melts under relatively oxi-
dized conditions (>IW � 0.5) has been shown to follow
Henry’s Law, similar to the behavior of noble gases, with
the locking of N2 into the voids of the silicate melt structure
(Miyazaki et al., 1995; Libourel et al., 2003). The value of
Henry’s constant of N2 is comparable to that of Ar, owing
to the similarity of size between N2 and Ar (Miyazaki et al.,
1995; Libourel et al., 2003). The presence of the asymmetric
�2330 cm�1 peak in the Raman spectra in the oxidized
range (�IW � 2 to IW � 0.5) confirms dissolution of N in
silicate melt as N2.

The fO2 dependent chemical interaction of N with the
silicate melt structure can be written as:

N2ðgÞ + 3H2OðgÞ = 2NH3ðmeltÞ + 3/2O2ðgÞ ð3Þ
O2�ðmeltÞ + N2ðgÞ + 2H2OðgÞ = 2NH2ðmeltÞ� + 3/2O2ðgÞ ð4Þ
2O2�ðmeltÞ + N2ðgÞ + H2OðgÞ = 2NH2�ðmeltÞ + 3/2O2ðgÞ ð5Þ
3O2�ðmeltÞ + N2ðgÞ = 2 N3�ðmeltÞ + 3/2O2ðgÞ ð6Þ

It can be clearly seen from Eqs. (3)–(6) that at a given
fN2, the presence of N in the reduced form (�3 oxidation
state) is favored as all reactions proceed to right at lower
fO2s. The degree of hydrogenation of the reduced N species
positively correlates with fH2 which can be tracked by the
following reaction:

H2OðgÞ = H2ðgÞ + 1/2O2ðgÞ ð7Þ
There is no thermodynamic framework available to date

to estimate fH2 for complex C-O-N-H bearing fluids at ele-
vated P-T. However, at a fixed P-T and assuming fixed
aH2O, fH2 correlates with (fO2)

�0.5. This means that hydro-
genated N species can be more easily formed under more
reducing conditions at a given aH2O. However, the degree
of hydrogenation of dissolved N species at a given P-T

would depend on the comparison between fH2 and fN2:
1) if fH2 is higher than fN2 under increasingly reduced con-
ditions, then hydrogenated N species would be the domi-
nant N species in the silicate melt structure; or 2) if fN2 is
higher than fH2 under increasingly reduced conditions, then
we should see a clear transition from hydrogenated N spe-
cies being dominant in the less reduced end and non-
hydrogenated N species would dominate on the highly
reduced end of the spectrum.

Determining fN2 and fH2 for complex C-O-N-H bearing
fluids is a non-trivial task. The available fluid composition
model of Zhang and Duan (2009), which allows calcula-
tions of fugacity coefficients, chemical potentials, and P-

V-T relationships is applicable for C-O-H systems with fluid
species of H2O, CO2, CH4, H2, O2, CO, and C2H6. The
equation of state developed for supercritical fluid mixture
by Duan et al. (1992) also only considers N2 as the only
possible N species. Therefore, employing the Zhang and
Duan (2009) model to determine fCO or fH2 as has been
done for systems that contain significant concentration of
N and likely species such as NH3, N2, and HCN
(Armstrong et al., 2015; Dalou et al., 2019b) is expected
to give erroneous results for fugacities of other species.
Therefore, in the absence of estimates of fugacities of vari-
ous gaseous species, we use N content in the silicate melt as
a guide of fN2 because to a first-order approximation, N
content in the silicate melt, which increases constantly with
decrease in log fO2, tracks fN2. Similarly, bulk H content in
the silicate melt bonded as non-OH can be used to track the
available H content for N-H bonds and its effect on the
degree of hydrogenation of N. Therefore, if the number
of moles of H bonded as non-OH species is significantly



Fig. 6. (A) N content and thickness normalized peak areas representative of (B) NH�
2 , (C) NH2� and (D) cumulative N-H as a function of fO2

at three different P-T conditions. The dashed lines are best fitted curves that qualitatively track the trends at a fixed P-T. Error bars represent
±1-r deviation based on the replicate electron microprobe analyses or propagated error for normalized area under the fitted curve calculated
from the FTIR data; where absent, the error bars are smaller than the symbol size.
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higher than the number of moles of N, then multiply hydro-
genated N species would be the dominant N species in the
silicate melt. On the other hand, if the number of moles of
N is comparable to or higher than number of moles of H
bonded as non-OH species, then monohydrogenated N spe-
cies or anhydrous N species, respectively, would dominate
the N speciation in the silicate melt.

Fig. 7 shows that the ratio of number of moles of N in
the silicate melt to the number of moles of non-OH hydro-
gen species increases with a decrease in fO2. At logfO2 > -
IW � 2, the ratio is less than 1, which means that
hydrogenated reduced N species like NH2�, NH�

2 , NH3,

and NHþ
4 , could be dominant with little to no contribution

from anhydrous N3�. However, at logfO2 < IW � 2 the
ratio is greater than 1, which means that the contribution
of anhydrous N3� starts to become important and at the
most reduced end, i.e. logfO2 < IW � 3, anhydrous N3�
would be the dominant N species with moderate contribu-
tion from hydrogenated N species. The FTIR data suggest
the presence of NH2� and NH�

2 peaks along with a possible

absence of NH3 and NHþ
4 . Normalized peak intensity area

at �1610 cm�1, assigned to NH�
2 species, increases with

decrease in logfO2 from �IW � 1.0 to �IW � 2.0 and then
again drops at more reduced conditions (Fig. 6B). In con-
trast, the �1530 cm�1 peak intensity area, assigned to
NH2� species, attained its maximum contribution at more
reduced conditions, i.e., between �IW � 2.5 and � 3.0
(Fig. 6C). The normalized N-H peak intensity area
(�3200–3380 cm�1), which accounts for all possible N-H
speciation, also shows a similar trend for all three sets of
experiments (Fig. 6D). At �IW � 1.0, the N-H normalized
area is at its minimum value due to low N content in the sil-
icate melt and a significant contribution of other N species
like N2 and CN�. Between �IW � 1.0 and �IW � 2.7, N-



Fig. 7. Ratio of number of moles of N in the silicate melt to the
number of moles of H bonded as non-OH species as a function of
fO2 for all experimental data. As conditions become more reduced
dissolution of N as anhydrous N3� species becomes more preva-
lent, while hydrogenated N species (of �3 oxidation state) are
dominant at more oxidizing conditions.
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H peak intensity area increases, in parallel with an increase
in N content, which means significant contribution of N-H
bearing species like NH�

2 and NH2� under such conditions.
Below �IW � 2.7, a significant increase in N content of the
silicate melt despite a decrease in normalized N-H peak
intensity area can only be explained by a major contribu-
tion by N3� species along with some contribution from
NH2�.

We provide the first evidence for the effect of bulk H
content on N dissolution in silicate melts. Several previous

studies have predicted molecular NH3 and/or ionic NHþ
4 to

be the dominant N bearing species in the silicate melts that
explains its high solubility under reduced conditions (Kadik
et al., 2011; Kadik et al., 2013; Armstrong et al., 2015;
Kadik et al., 2015; Kadik et al., 2017; Dalou et al.,
2019b; Dalou et al., 2019a). However, our data suggests
that Si-N linkages, either in the form of -Si-NH2 or -Si-
NH-Si-, are the dominant N species in the silicate melts
depending on bulk H content. Furthermore, we predict that
the presence of H in the silicate melts is not a necessary con-
dition to explain high N dissolution under reduced condi-
tions. Anhydrous N3� linkages with Si should be the
dominant N species as bulk H in the experimental silicate
melts (e.g., Dalou et al., 2017; Grewal et al., 2019a) is not
high enough to explain the high concentrations of N in sil-
icate melts under highly reduced conditions. This conclu-
sion is in agreement with high dissolution of N in reduced
silicate melts under nominally anhydrous experimental con-
ditions of Libourel et al. (2003).

4.4. Speciation of life-essential volatile elements in planetary

magma oceans

Due to the variation in the redox conditions of their
respective building blocks, rocky body differentiation in
the inner Solar System is postulated to have taken place
across vastly different fO2s. Average fO2 during core forma-
tion for relatively smaller bodies is thought to have varied
over several log units: Mercury: IW–5.5 (Zolotov et al.,
2013); Mars: IW–1 (Rai and Van Westrenen, 2013); Vesta:
IW–2 (Steenstra et al., 2016); Angrite parent body: IW–1.5
(Steenstra et al., 2017); and the Moon: IW–2 (Rai and Van
Westrenen, 2014). Large planets like Earth had prolonged
growth histories spread over tens of millions of years with
initial growth from materials as reduced as IW–5 followed
by gradual accretion of relatively oxidized material until the
oxidation state of primitive upper mantle (IW–1.8) was
attained (Rubie et al., 2011; Wade and Wood, 2005). Owing
to their relatively short growth histories stretching for less
than 5 Myr after the birth of the Solar System (Kleine
et al., 2009), smaller rocky bodies would have formed only
a single set of MO with relatively fixed proto-atmosphere
compositions. On the other hand, large Earth-like planets
could have formed several sets of MOs and degassed
proto-atmospheres due to several stages of large-scale melt-
ing events during accretion and core formation, and the
speciation of volatiles in MOs and compositions of those
atmospheres would have differed significantly due to the
variation in fO2 of the accreting material over several log
units. In contrast to other rocky bodies in the inner Solar
System (e.g., Mercury, Mars, the Moon) where the oxida-
tion state of magmatic degassing throughout their history
did not vary significantly from the oxidation state fixed
by core-mantle equilibration (Wetzel et al., 2013; Li et al.,
2017), the oxidation state of Hadean magmas on Earth
evolved from �IW–2.0 to �IW + 3.0 within �200 Ma of
its formation (Trail et al., 2011).

Although the dissolved volatiles may undergo speciation
change during degassing (Gaillard et al., 2011; Gaillard and
Scaillet, 2014), the speciation of volatiles in MOs can still be
used to deliver first-order predictions on the compositions
of the proto-atmospheres (oxidized versus reduced) formed
by MO degassing. To predict the compositions of the MOs
and the resulting degassed proto-atmospheres applicable
for rocky bodies in the inner Solar system at various stages
of metal-silicate differentiation or shortly thereafter (Fig. 8),
we divide our discussion into three different magma ocean
conditions: (1) highly reduced MO – applicable for Mercury
and early stage of Earth’s accretion (�0–0.4 ME), (2) mod-
erately reduced MO – applicable for Mars, the Moon,
Vesta, Angrite Parent body and intermediate stage of
Earth’s accretion (�0.4–0.8 ME), and (3) relatively oxidized
MO – applicable for late stage of Earth’s accretion (�0.8–1
ME).
4.4.1. C-O-N-H volatile speciation in and above highly

reduced MOs – Earth and Mercury

The accretion of Mercury and possibly the early stages
of Earth’s accretion (�0–0.4 ME) took place via accumula-
tion of highly reduced, enstatite chondrite-like material
(Wade and Wood, 2005; Rubie et al., 2011; McCoy and
Nittler, 2014). Enstatite chondrites contain C and N exclu-
sively in reduced, refractory phases like graphite, carbides
and nitrides (Grady and Wright, 2003), which would result
in most of their C and N budget surviving volatility related



Fig. 8. Illustration showing the relative contribution of different C-
O-N-H species in the MOs and their effect on the composition of
the overlying proto-atmosphere formed by MO degassing in
different rocky bodies in the inner Solar System. The sizes of
different species/gases signify the proposed relative abundance of
different species. Grey circles represent the metal droplets separat-
ing from the MO, while black rectangles represent floating
graphite. The grey marks in the crystallized mantle represent the
diapering metal to the core.
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losses pre- and post-accretion. Therefore, the contribution
of enstatite chondrite-like material to the C and N budget
of the bulk silicate portions of the rocky bodies could be
significant (Grewal et al., 2019a). Under these highly
reduced conditions (<IW–3), C shows siderophile character

(Dalloy=silicate
C = �100–1000; Li et al., 2015, 2016), while N

acts as a strongly lithophile element

(Dalloy=silicate
N = �0.001–0.1; Dalou et al., 2017; Grewal

et al., 2019a). Spectroscopic data from this study shows that
under highly reduced conditions dissolved C in the silicate
melts was present as hydrogenated species (either as iso-
lated hydrocarbon molecules or chemically combined with
the silicate melt as Si-C-H linkages), while N was predom-
inantly present as anhydrous N3� along with a significant
contribution of N-H species (bonded with silicate network
as Si-N or Si-N-H linkages, respectively). However, the ear-
liest formed protoplanets could have been extremely water-
poor to water-free (e.g., Morbidelli et al., 2012; Alexander,
2017; Alexander et al., 2018), therefore, in contrast to many
of the experiments containing weight percent level dissolved
H2O equivalent, extensive formation of C-H and N-H spe-
cies in highly reduced, anhydrous MOs may not be possible.
Our experimental data under highly reduced, mildly
hydrous conditions shows that anhydrous N3� is the dom-
inant N bearing species in the silicate melts. Consequently,
for highly reduced, nominally anhydrous MOs, N would be
present mostly as anhydrous N3� by displacing tetrahe-
drally bonded O in the silicate network owing to the simi-
larity of size between N3� and O2� (Baur, 1972). The
storage of N3� as TiN has also been hypothesized under
such reducing conditions (Libourel et al., 2003;
Speelmanns et al., 2019), but its presence cannot be ascer-
tained from our study due to the TiO2-free nature of most
of our starting mixes. Similarly, under truly anhydrous con-
ditions, the dissolved C may be present as anhydrous C4�

via Si-C linkages by displacing tetrahedrally bonded O in
the silicate network (Sen et al., 2013). Future experimental
studies in truly anhydrous conditions would be required to
confirm the presence of anhydrous Si-C linkages in the sil-
icate melt structure. Additionally, the low solubility of C in
the silicate melt under highly reduced conditions (few tens
of ppm) can also result in the saturation of C in the form
of graphite (Holloway et al., 1992; Li et al., 2017;
Keppler and Golabek, 2019). C saturation in the core and
subsequent floatation of graphite in the MO has been pos-
tulated to explain the high C content on Mercury’s surface
(Peplowski et al., 2016) and has also been validated as a
possibility through experiments (Li et al., 2016a). Similar
saturation of N phases like Si3N4 may not expected in
MOs, except at final stages of MO crystallization, due to
the extremely high solubility of N in highly reduced silicate
melts (Libourel et al., 2003) as well as relatively low bulk N
in the highly reduced building blocks (tens to few hundreds
of ppm; Grady and Wright, 2003).

The presence of C as graphite along with locking of C
and N in tetrahedrally bonded sites in the silicate melts with
anhydrous Si-C and Si-N linkages would mean that in
highly reduced, anhydrous MOs a significant amount of
the C-N budget can be retained in the MO without signifi-
cant degassing into the atmosphere. Solubility in the order
of 100–1000 s of ppm in highly reduced, anhydrous silicate
melts at 1 bar (Libourel et al., 2003) confirms that a signif-
icant proportion of N budget in such MOs can be retained
in the silicate reservoirs. Therefore, after core formation,
significant amounts of C and N can reside in the silicate
portions of rocky planets under anhydrous conditions.
However, the presence of small amounts of H2O, analogous
to the results of experimental studies, would lead to N-H
and C-H being the dominant N and C species in the silicate
melt, respectively. Release of N-H and C-H species as CH4

and NH3 due to magma degassing could have led to the for-
mation of reducing atmospheres.

4.4.2. C-O-N-H volatile speciation in and above moderately

reduced MOs – Earth, the Moon, Mars, Vesta, and Angrite

parent body

The intermediate stage accretion of Earth (�0.4–0.8 ME)
possibly proceeded by an admixture of reduced material
similar to enstatite chondrites and some contribution from
relatively oxidized material similar to ordinary chondrites
(Wade and Wood, 2005). Between IW–3 to IW–1.5, i.e.,
at intermediate stage to end of core formation or young
post-core formation MO, C shows highly siderophile char-

acter (Dalloy=silicate
C = �100–10,000; Li et al., 2015, 2016),

whereas N acts as a mildly lithophile to mildly siderophile

element (Dalloy=silicate
N = �0.1–10; Dalou et al., 2017;

Grewal et al., 2019a; Speelmanns et al., 2019). Spectro-
scopic data from our study shows that CO is the major C
bearing species, and N-H speciation either in the form of
NH2� or NH�

2 dominates the N speciation in the silicate
melt. CO can be dissolved in the form of Fe-carbonyls
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(Wetzel et al., 2013) or molecular CO (Yoshioka et al.,
2015) or complex molecules like esters. NH2� or NH�

2 dis-
solution takes place by the replacement of non-bonding
oxygen from the silicate network (Mysen et al., 2008). C-
H bearing molecules along with anhydrous N3� would be
the minor C and N species, respectively, along with a minor
contribution from C-N bearing carbodiimide complexes.
Additionally, if the bulk H content of the silicate melt is
much higher than the bulk N content, then H would also
be present in the form of OH� in the silicate melt in addi-
tion to N-H or C-H bearing species. As C and N are not
locked in the non-bridging sites of the silicate network,
early terrestrial atmospheres formed by MO degassing dur-
ing these conditions could have led to the formation of
reducing CO and NH3-rich atmospheres along with the
presence of water vapor. Formation of such atmospheres
would also be predicted for the MO degassing of Mars,
the Moon, Vesta, and the angrite parent body. However,
due to their small gravity, Vesta, angrite parent body, and
the Moon would not have retained these MO degassed
atmospheres (Odert et al., 2018), thus reduced atmospheres
would not likely have played a part in their planetary evo-
lution. Retention of NH3-bearing reduced MO degassed
proto-atmospheres for a few hundred million years on
Mars could provide an alternate explanation to the faint
young Sun paradox and the subsequent stability of liquid
water on Martian surface early on in its history (Sagan
and Mullen, 1972; Sagan and Chyba, 1997).

4.4.3. C-O-N-H volatile speciation in and above relatively

oxidized MOs-Earth

Final stages of Earth’s accretion and core formation
(�0.8–1 ME) could have proceeded with a significant con-
tribution from the most oxidized and volatile-rich building
blocks, i.e., carbonaceous chondrites. Although carbona-
ceous chondrites, especially CI chondrites, are extremely
volatile rich (as high as �5 wt.% C, �5000 ppm N and
�10 wt.% H2O; Alexander et al., 2012), they contain vola-
tiles in thermally unstable phases like insoluble organic
matter (IOM), which would make them susceptible to high
degrees of volatile loss during the impact related delivery
process (Speelmanns et al., 2019; Grewal et al., 2019a).
However, owing to the relatively large volatile inventories,
some amount of their delivered volatiles would have been
retained in MOs, either by direct incorporation or via
ingassing from the volatiles released to the atmosphere on
delivery. Under these oxidizing conditions, i.e., log fO2

above IW–1.5, C-N bearing cyanide complexes, CO2�
3 ,

N2, NH2�, NH�
2 and OH� would be the dominant C-O-

N-H bearing species dissolved in the silicate melt. Although
the relative contribution of C-N bearing molecules would
not be as high as predicted by the experimental data from
this study owing to the relatively high bulk N content in
the system, the presence of HCN and NH3 in even small
quantities in the MO degassed proto-atmospheres could
have played an extremely important role in the production
of organic molecules (Chyba and Sagan, 1992). Retention
of these atmospheres which are predisposed for abiotic
organic synthesis could have resulted in the origins of life
on our planet (Sagan and Mullen, 1972).
4.5. The effect of volatile dissolution in silicate melts on alloy-

silicate fractionation of nitrogen and carbon

Several high P-T experimental studies have recently
determined elemental partitioning of N and C between
core-forming alloy melt and equilibrium silicate melt, i.e.,

Dalloy=silicate
N (Roskosz et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016b; Dalou

et al., 2017; Speelmanns et al., 2019; Grewal et al., 2019b;

Grewal et al., 2019a) and Dalloy=silicate
C (Dasgupta et al.,

2013; Chi et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016a;
Dalou et al., 2017; Tsuno et al., 2018; Malavergne et al.,
2019; Grewal et al., 2019b), respectively. Although the main
goal of these studies was to constrain alloy-silicate parti-
tioning of C and/or N in magma ocean-relevant conditions,
all experimental systems were variably hydrous. In particu-
lar, dissolved H content in the quenched glasses in this
study and relevant previous studies, expressed as H2O, var-
ied between 0.01 and 2.14 wt.%. Therefore, the determined

Dalloy=silicate
N and Dalloy=silicate

C could be affected by hydro-
genated N or C species in the silicate melt and these data-
sets are chiefly applicable for hydrous MO settings; the

direct application of experimentally determined Dalloy=silicate
N

and Dalloy=silicate
C to an anhydrous MOs may be problematic.

As all protoplanetary bodies in the inner Solar System were
likely water-poor (Morbidelli et al., 2012; Alexander, 2017;
Alexander et al., 2018), terrestrial MOs could have been
extremely water-poor to water-free if water was primarily
delivered during the last stages of their accretion
(Albarède, 2009; Morbidelli et al., 2012; Dauphas and
Morbidelli, 2014).

Previous studies have shown that Dalloy=silicate
N continu-

ously drops with a decrease in fO2 and N shows increas-
ingly lithophile character under highly reduced conditions
(<IW–2; Dalou et al., 2017; Speelmanns et al., 2019;
Grewal et al., 2019a). This observation has been explained
by the N-H being the predominant N bearing species under
reduced conditions by Dalou et al. (2017). However, based
on our data we infer that even under nominally hydrous
conditions of our experiments, N3� is the dominant N bear-
ing species in the silicate melts (Fig. 7). Therefore, enhanced
dissolution of N in silicate melt with decreasing fO2 is not
reliant entirely upon fH2 and the experimentally determined
increasingly lithophile character of N should be still appli-
cable for nominally anhydrous MOs as long as the MOs
are graphite saturated. If this is true, then the reasoning
for the surprisingly large N isotopic fractionation between
alloy and silicate reservoirs during core-mantle differentia-
tion determined by Dalou et al. (2019a), contrary to all the-
oretical calculations (Young et al., 2015; Bourdon et al.,
2018) and a previous experimental study (Li et al.,
2016b), needs to be re-visited as their calculations are based
on the assumption that N-H is the predominant N bearing
species in their experiments under increasingly reduced
conditions.

In N-free systems, Dalloy=silicate
C is shown to increase with a

decrease in fO2 due to a drop in C solubility in the silicate

melts as CO2�
3 and CO abundance decreases (Holloway

et al., 1992; Dasgupta et al., 2013; Chi et al., 2014). How-
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ever, under increasingly reduced conditions (<IW–1.5),

Dalloy=silicate
C decreases primarily due to an increase in C sol-

ubility owing to the dissolution of C as C-H (Li et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2016a; Li et al., 2017). A similar turnover of C sol-
ubility in the silicate melt was also observed in the N-
bearing system of this study, albeit at even more reduced
conditions (<IW–3; Fig. 4A). However, if reduced MOs
are anhydrous, then C-H species would not form and

Dalloy=silicate
C should be expected to continue to increase with

a decrease in fO2 as predicted by Chi et al. (2014). There-
fore, under highly reduced conditions for anhydrous
MOs, the siderophile character of C could be even higher
than previously predicted (Li et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2016a). In other words, anhydrous MOs, which are highly
reduced (e.g., logfO2 < IW-3) may observe even greater
fractionation of C and N during core formation at graphite
saturated conditions. Future studies, however, need to con-
strain whether anhydrous C4- species can become stable in
anhydrous, reduced MO, which could suppress the
expected fractionation of C/N during core formation.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using SIMS, Raman, and FTIR analysis of experimen-
tal silicate glasses, we show that C-O-N-H dissolution in the
silicate melts over a wide range of P-T-fO2-NBO/T is
strongly controlled by fO2. Under relatively oxidizing con-
ditions (>IW–1.5), mixed volatile speciation of C„N�,
CO2�

3 , N2, and OH� dominate, while N-H bearing species
like NH�2 or NH�

2 and C„O bearing molecules become
prevalent at more reducing conditions (between IW–3 to
IW–1.5). At the most reducing conditions (<IW–3) N is
locked in the silicate network as anhydrous N3� linkages.
Similar C locking in the silicate network as C4� may also
be possible under truly anhydrous conditions but needs to
be verified by future investigations. Therefore, in highly
reduced and anhydrous MOs, C and N may reside in the sil-
icate reservoirs as non-volatile species like C4� and N3� in
addition to the presence of refractory C and N saturated
phases like graphite and Si3N4, respectively. It is important
to note that all experimental data on C-O-N-H speciation
in silicate glasses in this study and previous studies was
under graphite saturated conditions in basaltic to andesitic
silicate melts. As typical MOs are expected to be graphite
undersaturated with ultramafic silicate melts, future exper-
imental effort would be required to determine whether C-O-
N-H speciation in silicate glasses under such conditions cor-
roborates previous work. Additionally, MOs are transient
stages in rocky body evolution with each MO stage stretch-
ing over few hundreds to thousands of years followed by
solidification of the silicate reservoirs (Elkins-Tanton,
2012). Whether C and N incorporate into the solid silicate
reservoirs of rocky bodies post MO crystallization in a sim-
ilar fashion to the molten silicate melts is a largely unknown
owing to lack of constraints on partitioning of C and N
between solids and melts at log fO2 < IW. If C, N, and
H2O are incompatible in mantle minerals, the residual sili-
cate liquid becomes enriched in these volatiles as the solid-
ification progresses, which in turn would control the mass
as well as the composition of the degassed atmosphere
depending upon their solubilities in the residual melts.
Therefore, future experimental work on phase relations
and solid-melt partitioning at log fO2 < IW would be criti-
cal to constrain the fate of C-O-N-H post-MO
crystallization.
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